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1 Introduction
Direct manipulation is everywhere. Direct manipulation
is the workflow characterized by “visibility of the object
of interest; rapid, reversible, incremental actions; and re-
placement of complex command language syntax by di-
rect manipulation of the object of interest” [69]. Because
of these intuitive affordances, direct manipulation has be-
come the expected way that most people interact with
computers.

While the intuitive point-click-operate workflow of di-
rect manipulation is the standard mode of interaction for
most computer applications, for over half a century one
important application has remained a primarily text-based
activity: that application is programming. Can the intu-
itive workflow of direct manipulation be applied to the
practice of programming? If so, direct manipulation
might allow novices to learn programming more easily.
And even for experts, program text can be opaque and
clumsy—direct manipulation might also let them more
naturally complete their tasks.

Because direct manipulation promises benefits to both
novices and experts, a number of systems have explored
different ways to add direct manipulation to program-
ming. Most of these systems provide direct interactions

on the program’s abstract syntax tree (AST) but not on the
products of the program—its output. While a few sys-
tem do allow direct manipulation of program output to
change the program’s code, these manipulations are lim-
ited to specific scenarios.

Overall, it is unknown how expressive direct manip-
ulation of output can be for creating programs. There-
fore, I propose to vastly expand the answer to the ques-
tion:

What kinds of code can be created via direct
manipulation of program outputs?

In particular, to leverage the success of text-based pro-
gramming, I seek to augment rather than replace text. The
programmer’s direct manipulations will be realized as tex-
tual code that is always text editable. Program changes
that cannot be accomplished by direct manipulation can
still be achieved by ordinary text editing. Furthermore,
text edits will not disable the later use of direct manipu-
lation. I call this workflow output-directed programming.
Output-directed programming is the interaction paradigm
in which a programmer freely intermixes text edits with
direct manipulation of output in order to produce a pro-
gram. In answer to the question above, I propose to justify
the following thesis:
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But we want to track any value of interest to output.
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A Core Calculus for Provenance

Umut A. Acar Amal Ahmed James Cheney Roly Perera

June 4, 2018

Abstract

Provenance is an increasing concern due to the ongoing revolution in sharing and processing scientific data on the
Web and in other computer systems. It is proposed that many computer systems will need to become provenance-
aware in order to provide satisfactory accountability, reproducibility, and trust for scientific or other high-value data.
To date, there is not a consensus concerning appropriate formal models or security properties for provenance. In pre-
vious work, we introduced a formal framework for provenance security and proposed formal definitions of properties
called disclosure and obfuscation.

In this article, we study refined notions of positive and negative disclosure and obfuscation in a concrete setting,
that of a general-purpose programing language. Previous models of provenance have focused on special-purpose
languages such as workflows and database queries. We consider a higher-order, functional language with sums,
products, and recursive types and functions, and equip it with a tracing semantics in which traces themselves can be
replayed as computations. We present an annotation-propagation framework that supports many provenance views
over traces, including standard forms of provenance studied previously. We investigate some relationships among
provenance views and develop some partial solutions to the disclosure and obfuscation problems, including correct
algorithms for disclosure and positive obfuscation based on trace slicing.

1 Introduction

Provenance, or meta-information about the origin, history, or derivation of an object, is now recognized as a central
challenge in establishing trust and providing security in computer systems, particularly on the Web. Essentially,
provenance management involves instrumenting a system with detailed monitoring or logging of auditable records
that help explain how results depend on inputs or other (sometimes untrustworthy) sources. The security and privacy
ramifications of provenance must be understood in order to safely meet the needs of users that desire provenance
without introducing new security vulnerabilities or compromising the confidentiality of other users.

The lack of adequate provenance information can cause (and has caused) major problems, which we call prove-
nance failures [19]. Essentially, a provenance failure can arise either from failure to disclose some key provenance
information to users, or from failure to obfuscate some sensitive provenance information. As an example of failure
to disclose provenance, in 2008 an undated, years-out-of-date story about United Airlines’ 2002 near-bankruptcy was
mistakenly put on Google News’ main page, causing investors to panic about its financial stability, which in turn led
to a significant decrease in its share price over the course of a few hours [12]. Another example is the ‘Climategate’
controversy [42], in which climate scientists were embarrassed (and widely criticized by climate change skeptics)
when private emails that suggested poor data analysis practice were leaked. . As an example of failure to obfuscate,
in 2003 a Word document about British intelligence prior to the invasion of Iraq was published with supposedly secret
contributors’ identities logged in its change history [47], revealing the influence of political advisors on the report.

Obfuscation is obviously closely related to traditional security concerns, such as confidentiality and anonymity.
Disclosure is, in our view, also a security property, linked to the traditional security concern of availability. In securing
provenance, we seek to disclose some important provenance information while keeping other aspects of provenance
confidential. If all we cared about was obfuscation, then security would be easy to achieve by simply not providing
any provenance. The tension between the two goals of disclosure and obfuscation makes the analysis of security for
provenance a more challenging problem.
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Specifically, the dependency provenance scheme.
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type Begin = NegInf() | After(Num, Bool)

type End = Before(Num, Bool) | Inf()

type Interval = Interval(Begin, End)

toString : Begin -> String

toString(begin) = case begin of
NegInf() -> "(-∞"

After(num, isClosed) ->

(if isClosed then "[" else "(") ++ toString(num)

toString : End -> String

toString(end) = case end of
Inf() -> "∞)"

Before(num, isClosed) ->

toString(num) ++ (if isClosed then "]" else ")")

toString : Interval -> String

toString(interval) = case interval of
Interval(begin, end) ->

toString(begin) ++ "," ++ toString(end)

valueOfInterest : Interval

valueOfInterest =

Interval(NegInf(), Before(10, True))

Figure 9: ADT and toString definitions for a custom
interval type.

custom interval data type. The lower bound of an interval
(Begin) has two variants representing whether the bound
is negative infinity (NegInf()) or finite (After(...)). If
finite, the bound records the finite boundary number and
a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.

5.2 Algorithm
TSE’s automatic algorithm for generating tiny structure
editors proceeds in three steps. The tracing evaluator re-
lates substrings to portions of the original value, then 2D
spatial regions over the rendered string are computed, and
finally actions are assigned to the 2D regions.

Dependency Tracing TSE utilizes a custom evaluator
that traces dependency provenance, following Transpar-
ent ML (TML) [2]. The value of interest and its subvalues
are first tagged with projection paths (e.g., 2.2.●) indicat-
ing their location within the value of interest:
Interval(NegInf()

{1.●}
,Before(10

{2.1.●}
,True

{2.2.●}
)
{2.●}

)
{●}

Based on the value’s type, the appropriate toString func-

(a1) ("(-∞" ++ ("," ++ ("10" ++ "]")))

(a2)
++
{●}

"(-∞"
{1.●}

++
�

","
�

++
{2.●}

"10"
{2.1.●}

"]"
{2.2.●}

(b)

(c)

Figure 10: Steps in TSE’s generation of structure editor.
Instrumented execution with deferred concatenation pro-
duces a string (a1) with each substring associated with
parts of the value of interest (a2). In the rendered UI,
these regions are overlaid on top of the string (b) and the
user may interact with these regions (c) to manipulate the
original value of interest.

tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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custom interval data type. The lower bound of an interval
(Begin) has two variants representing whether the bound
is negative infinity (NegInf()) or finite (After(...)). If
finite, the bound records the finite boundary number and
a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.

5.2 Algorithm
TSE’s automatic algorithm for generating tiny structure
editors proceeds in three steps. The tracing evaluator re-
lates substrings to portions of the original value, then 2D
spatial regions over the rendered string are computed, and
finally actions are assigned to the 2D regions.

Dependency Tracing TSE utilizes a custom evaluator
that traces dependency provenance, following Transpar-
ent ML (TML) [2]. The value of interest and its subvalues
are first tagged with projection paths (e.g., 2.2.●) indicat-
ing their location within the value of interest:
Interval(NegInf()
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Figure 10: Steps in TSE’s generation of structure editor.
Instrumented execution with deferred concatenation pro-
duces a string (a1) with each substring associated with
parts of the value of interest (a2). In the rendered UI,
these regions are overlaid on top of the string (b) and the
user may interact with these regions (c) to manipulate the
original value of interest.

tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.
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evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).
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spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
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tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
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formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
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est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
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cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
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first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.
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evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
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played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
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create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
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which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.
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in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).
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editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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sitioning UI widgets. In the future, selection might facil-
itate cut-copy-paste operations, as in Vital [26], or might
open a floating menu of possible code refactorings, as in
SKETCH-N-SKETCH [30].

Editing base values Literal numbers or strings from
the value of interest may pass through to the output un-
changed, for example the number 10 in the interval exam-
ple. TSE lets the user manipulate these values. The user
may click a number and drag up and down to scrub [79]
the number to a different value. Both numbers and strings
can be double-clicked to reveal a standard text box to text
edit the value.

Structural transformations Because an ADT defini-
tion describes the allowable structures for a value, TSE
is able to infer possible transformations on the value of
interest. For the interval example, the Begin, End, and
Bool types each have an alternative constructor which can
be toggled by clicking the change constructor button ( )
drawn to the left of the appropriate subvalue (Figure 10c).
These buttons allow the user to, e.g.,, change the lower
bound from −∞ to a finite bound (0 by default), or to
toggle the boolean thus changing a finite boundary from
closed ("]") to open (")"). Which buttons to display
are based on the selection region for the current mouse
position—the deepest (smallest) region under the cursor.
Since deepest regions may completely occlude some of
their ancestors, TSE also displays the change constructor
buttons for any such ancestor region that has no selectable
area. For example, the End value "10]" is completely oc-
cluded by the Num "10" and the Bool "]", so when the
cursor is over the Num or Bool TSE shows the change con-
structor button for End (the over the comma in the right
two cases in Figure 10c).

For recursive ADTs such as lists or trees, TSE addition-
ally draws buttons to insert ( ) or remove ( ) items from
the data structure, as shown in Figure 11 for a list. Re-
move buttons are associated with item(s) to be removed.
Insert buttons are trickier to position—TSE must predict
where an item not currently in the data structure will ap-
pear. This prediction is occasionally imprecise, as dis-
cussed below.

Finally, in some cases, multiple buttons would be ren-
dered in identical locations. Such overlapping buttons are

type List<a> = Nil() | Cons(a, List<a>)

Figure 11: Traditional list ADT definition and a generated
GUI for the list Cons(1,Cons(2,Cons(3,Cons(4,Nil())))).

%Selectable
Data Structure Subvalues Items
Interval 80% (4/5)
Date 100% (4/4)
JSON (multiline) 33% (14/43)
List 86% (6/7) 100% (3/3)
List ("]" in base case) 100% (7/7) 100% (3/3)
List (via join) 71% (5/7) 100% (3/3)
List (via different join) 86% (6/7) 100% (3/3)
Tree (S-exp) 53% (10/19) 100% (5/5)
Tree (indented hierarchy) 21% (4/19) 100% (5/5)
Pair [22] 100% (3/3)
List [22] 100% (7/7) 100% (3/3)
ADT (recursive) [22] 100% (4/4)
Record [22] 100% (9/9)
Set [13] 100% (4/4)

Figure 12: Case studies of hand-written and translated
toString functions.

coalesced into a single button that opens a menu offering
the different transformations.

5.3 Case Studies

TSE’s goal is to provide low- to no-cost domain-specific
value editors. I tested TSE on toString functions for a
number of datatypes, measuring several properties of the
generated editors as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 reports
the percentage of ADT subvalues that could be directly
selected (i.e., were not occluded, missing, or sharing a se-
lection region with other subvalues). For data types rep-
resenting containers (e.g., lists or sets), Figure 12 reports
the percentage of contained items that can be selected.

To provide evidence that TSE can operate on unmod-
ified toString functions, I translated several toString
functions from Haskell’s standard libraries to TSE’s Elm-
like language, as shown in the bottom half of Figure 12.
These translations were performed as literally as possible.

Manual inspection of the case studies revealed a few is-
sues to address in subsequent versions of TSE. Most no-
tably, zero-width regions such as those from empty strings
are ignored, which for some variants of list toString

caused the final Nil() to be un-selectable. Addition-
ally, selection region sharing and occlusion are sometimes
troublesome. Two subvalues sharing the same selection
region is a less of an issue—depending on the application,
selecting a shared region could offer to operate on any of
the associated items. Occlusion, however, results in cer-
tain subvalues being un-selectable. One solution might be
to expand ancestor regions by a few pixels. Finally, in-
sert buttons were not placed in reasonable locations for
tree-like data structures, but, as discussed next, how best
to handle actions is a domain-specific consideration.
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the value of interest may pass through to the output un-
changed, for example the number 10 in the interval exam-
ple. TSE lets the user manipulate these values. The user
may click a number and drag up and down to scrub [79]
the number to a different value. Both numbers and strings
can be double-clicked to reveal a standard text box to text
edit the value.

Structural transformations Because an ADT defini-
tion describes the allowable structures for a value, TSE
is able to infer possible transformations on the value of
interest. For the interval example, the Begin, End, and
Bool types each have an alternative constructor which can
be toggled by clicking the change constructor button ( )
drawn to the left of the appropriate subvalue (Figure 10c).
These buttons allow the user to, e.g.,, change the lower
bound from −∞ to a finite bound (0 by default), or to
toggle the boolean thus changing a finite boundary from
closed ("]") to open (")"). Which buttons to display
are based on the selection region for the current mouse
position—the deepest (smallest) region under the cursor.
Since deepest regions may completely occlude some of
their ancestors, TSE also displays the change constructor
buttons for any such ancestor region that has no selectable
area. For example, the End value "10]" is completely oc-
cluded by the Num "10" and the Bool "]", so when the
cursor is over the Num or Bool TSE shows the change con-
structor button for End (the over the comma in the right
two cases in Figure 10c).

For recursive ADTs such as lists or trees, TSE addition-
ally draws buttons to insert ( ) or remove ( ) items from
the data structure, as shown in Figure 11 for a list. Re-
move buttons are associated with item(s) to be removed.
Insert buttons are trickier to position—TSE must predict
where an item not currently in the data structure will ap-
pear. This prediction is occasionally imprecise, as dis-
cussed below.

Finally, in some cases, multiple buttons would be ren-
dered in identical locations. Such overlapping buttons are
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TSE’s goal is to provide low- to no-cost domain-specific
value editors. I tested TSE on toString functions for a
number of datatypes, measuring several properties of the
generated editors as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 reports
the percentage of ADT subvalues that could be directly
selected (i.e., were not occluded, missing, or sharing a se-
lection region with other subvalues). For data types rep-
resenting containers (e.g., lists or sets), Figure 12 reports
the percentage of contained items that can be selected.

To provide evidence that TSE can operate on unmod-
ified toString functions, I translated several toString
functions from Haskell’s standard libraries to TSE’s Elm-
like language, as shown in the bottom half of Figure 12.
These translations were performed as literally as possible.

Manual inspection of the case studies revealed a few is-
sues to address in subsequent versions of TSE. Most no-
tably, zero-width regions such as those from empty strings
are ignored, which for some variants of list toString

caused the final Nil() to be un-selectable. Addition-
ally, selection region sharing and occlusion are sometimes
troublesome. Two subvalues sharing the same selection
region is a less of an issue—depending on the application,
selecting a shared region could offer to operate on any of
the associated items. Occlusion, however, results in cer-
tain subvalues being un-selectable. One solution might be
to expand ancestor regions by a few pixels. Finally, in-
sert buttons were not placed in reasonable locations for
tree-like data structures, but, as discussed next, how best
to handle actions is a domain-specific consideration.
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These translations were performed as literally as possible.
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are ignored, which for some variants of list toString
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region is a less of an issue—depending on the application,
selecting a shared region could offer to operate on any of
the associated items. Occlusion, however, results in cer-
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TSE’s goal is to provide low- to no-cost domain-specific
value editors. I tested TSE on toString functions for a
number of datatypes, measuring several properties of the
generated editors as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 reports
the percentage of ADT subvalues that could be directly
selected (i.e., were not occluded, missing, or sharing a se-
lection region with other subvalues). For data types rep-
resenting containers (e.g., lists or sets), Figure 12 reports
the percentage of contained items that can be selected.

To provide evidence that TSE can operate on unmod-
ified toString functions, I translated several toString
functions from Haskell’s standard libraries to TSE’s Elm-
like language, as shown in the bottom half of Figure 12.
These translations were performed as literally as possible.

Manual inspection of the case studies revealed a few is-
sues to address in subsequent versions of TSE. Most no-
tably, zero-width regions such as those from empty strings
are ignored, which for some variants of list toString

caused the final Nil() to be un-selectable. Addition-
ally, selection region sharing and occlusion are sometimes
troublesome. Two subvalues sharing the same selection
region is a less of an issue—depending on the application,
selecting a shared region could offer to operate on any of
the associated items. Occlusion, however, results in cer-
tain subvalues being un-selectable. One solution might be
to expand ancestor regions by a few pixels. Finally, in-
sert buttons were not placed in reasonable locations for
tree-like data structures, but, as discussed next, how best
to handle actions is a domain-specific consideration.
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itate cut-copy-paste operations, as in Vital [26], or might
open a floating menu of possible code refactorings, as in
SKETCH-N-SKETCH [30].

Editing base values Literal numbers or strings from
the value of interest may pass through to the output un-
changed, for example the number 10 in the interval exam-
ple. TSE lets the user manipulate these values. The user
may click a number and drag up and down to scrub [79]
the number to a different value. Both numbers and strings
can be double-clicked to reveal a standard text box to text
edit the value.

Structural transformations Because an ADT defini-
tion describes the allowable structures for a value, TSE
is able to infer possible transformations on the value of
interest. For the interval example, the Begin, End, and
Bool types each have an alternative constructor which can
be toggled by clicking the change constructor button ( )
drawn to the left of the appropriate subvalue (Figure 10c).
These buttons allow the user to, e.g.,, change the lower
bound from −∞ to a finite bound (0 by default), or to
toggle the boolean thus changing a finite boundary from
closed ("]") to open (")"). Which buttons to display
are based on the selection region for the current mouse
position—the deepest (smallest) region under the cursor.
Since deepest regions may completely occlude some of
their ancestors, TSE also displays the change constructor
buttons for any such ancestor region that has no selectable
area. For example, the End value "10]" is completely oc-
cluded by the Num "10" and the Bool "]", so when the
cursor is over the Num or Bool TSE shows the change con-
structor button for End (the over the comma in the right
two cases in Figure 10c).

For recursive ADTs such as lists or trees, TSE addition-
ally draws buttons to insert ( ) or remove ( ) items from
the data structure, as shown in Figure 11 for a list. Re-
move buttons are associated with item(s) to be removed.
Insert buttons are trickier to position—TSE must predict
where an item not currently in the data structure will ap-
pear. This prediction is occasionally imprecise, as dis-
cussed below.

Finally, in some cases, multiple buttons would be ren-
dered in identical locations. Such overlapping buttons are

type List<a> = Nil() | Cons(a, List<a>)

Figure 11: Traditional list ADT definition and a generated
GUI for the list Cons(1,Cons(2,Cons(3,Cons(4,Nil())))).

%Selectable
Data Structure Subvalues Items
Interval 80% (4/5)
Date 100% (4/4)
JSON (multiline) 33% (14/43)
List 86% (6/7) 100% (3/3)
List ("]" in base case) 100% (7/7) 100% (3/3)
List (via join) 71% (5/7) 100% (3/3)
List (via different join) 86% (6/7) 100% (3/3)
Tree (S-exp) 53% (10/19) 100% (5/5)
Tree (indented hierarchy) 21% (4/19) 100% (5/5)
Pair [22] 100% (3/3)
List [22] 100% (7/7) 100% (3/3)
ADT (recursive) [22] 100% (4/4)
Record [22] 100% (9/9)
Set [13] 100% (4/4)

Figure 12: Case studies of hand-written and translated
toString functions.

coalesced into a single button that opens a menu offering
the different transformations.

5.3 Case Studies

TSE’s goal is to provide low- to no-cost domain-specific
value editors. I tested TSE on toString functions for a
number of datatypes, measuring several properties of the
generated editors as shown in Figure 12. Figure 12 reports
the percentage of ADT subvalues that could be directly
selected (i.e., were not occluded, missing, or sharing a se-
lection region with other subvalues). For data types rep-
resenting containers (e.g., lists or sets), Figure 12 reports
the percentage of contained items that can be selected.

To provide evidence that TSE can operate on unmod-
ified toString functions, I translated several toString
functions from Haskell’s standard libraries to TSE’s Elm-
like language, as shown in the bottom half of Figure 12.
These translations were performed as literally as possible.

Manual inspection of the case studies revealed a few is-
sues to address in subsequent versions of TSE. Most no-
tably, zero-width regions such as those from empty strings
are ignored, which for some variants of list toString

caused the final Nil() to be un-selectable. Addition-
ally, selection region sharing and occlusion are sometimes
troublesome. Two subvalues sharing the same selection
region is a less of an issue—depending on the application,
selecting a shared region could offer to operate on any of
the associated items. Occlusion, however, results in cer-
tain subvalues being un-selectable. One solution might be
to expand ancestor regions by a few pixels. Finally, in-
sert buttons were not placed in reasonable locations for
tree-like data structures, but, as discussed next, how best
to handle actions is a domain-specific consideration.
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must be prefixed by the same container root. As shown in
Figure 5 in the main paper, TSE’s positioning heuristic does
not always place insert buttons in an aesthetically consistent
location—the first insertion button is above the list while
the others are below—but TSE’s heuristic needs to handle
empty and multi-line data structures and we found the above
heuristic, relative to other heuristics we tried, was least likely
to make confusing placements.

III. CODE NORMALIZATION

To avoid extraneous dependencies during tracing execution,
prefix and suffix strings shared by all branches of a case split
are pulled outside the case split.

Consider the following version of a list toString function:
toString(list) = "[" ++ elemsToString(list) ++ "]"

elemsToString(list) = case list of
Nil() -> ""
Cons(head, tail) -> case tail of

Nil() -> toString(head)
Cons(_,_) -> toString(head) ++ "," ++ elemsToString(tail)

In the final case split, the split on tail, both branches
call toString(head). That head element will be marked as
dependent on tail, and therefore, in the UI, moving the mouse
over the head element will erroneously be interpreted as also
referring to the tail—but the tail is the rest of the list after that
element. Therefore, the code is automatically and transparently
translated to...

elemsToString(list) = case list of
Nil() -> ""
Cons(head, tail) -> toString(head) ++ case tail of

Nil() -> ""
Cons(_,_) -> "," ++ elemsToString(tail)

...which removes the extraneous dependency, so that the head
is not associated with the tail. This normalization happens
transparently before every execution and is not displayed to
the user.

IV. TSE FOR OBJECT-ORIENTED PROGRAMMING

How might TSE be applied to object-oriented (OO) pro-
gramming? Instead of ADTs, variants in an OO setting can
be encoded as subclasses of a shared abstract superclass. With
ADTs, differences between variants are handled via case splits;
with objects, each subclass defines its own version of a par-
ticular named method. Dynamic (i.e. virtual) method dispatch
chooses the appropriate implementation for a particular object,
subsuming the role of case splits in the ADT setting. The key
tracing rule in TSE, inherited from TML, dictates that the
result of a case split is marked as dependent on the value split
upon (see EVALCASE in Figure 8). In the interval example,
this rule is responsible for 3 of the 5 dependency tags in the
result and this rule is what allows TSE to offer meaningful
change constructor actions. In an OO setting, this rule would
be equivalent to marking the result of a dynamic call (i.e.
a method defined in the subclasses) as dependent on the
receiving object. The other tracing rules are equivalent in an
OO setting. Finally, in an OO setting, actions for transforming
objects are not so straightforward because objects encapsulate

(hide) their implementation, whereas ADTs are plain data.
As with the set example discussed in the paper, the broader
programming system will need to provide a configuration
interface for mapping object methods to semantic insert/re-
move/change actions in the UI.

V. A DEPENDENCY PROVENANCE ALGORITHM

For tracing, TSE adapts the dependency provenance scheme
of Transparent ML (TML) [2]. Provenance tracking in TML
is ordinarily performed in two steps: first an execution trace
is recorded during execution, then the desired provenance
information is extracted from the trace. This two-step process
enables TML to support multiple definitions of provenance.
But because TSE only uses TML’s dependency provenance
scheme, we can simplify this process: we collapse the two
steps together and record the dependencies directly during
execution, thus foregoing the need to define a separate syntax
of traces. The final provenance tags are still the same as in
original TML (modulo the TSE-specific syntactic forms in
Figure 7).

Figure 7 describes the syntax of TSE’s core language. The
traditional constructs in the expression language are: variables
x, recursive functions f(x).e (where f is the function name),
functional application e1(e2), constructors with multiple ar-
guments C(e1 , . . . , en), case splits with multiple branches
case e of Ci(x1 , . . . , xn) → ei, strings s, numbers n, and nu-
meric binary operations e1 ⊕ e2. Surface language if-then-else
statements are desugared to case splits on True and False.
To track provenance for substrings, TSE’s expression lan-
guage includes several nonstandard primitive operations: string
concatenation e1 ++ e2, string length inspection strLen(e),
number to string conversion numToStr(e). TSE also supports
manual dependency addition via basedOn(ed , e), which marks
the result of e as dependent on that of ed.

To track how output values are dependent on the input value
of interest, Transparent ML (TML) assigns identifiers to each
subvalue of the value of interest. These identifiers take the
form of projection paths π, which denote the tree-descent path
from the root of the value of interest to the identified subvalue.
Each (tagged) value w carries a set of these paths indicating
the subvalues of the value of interest that w depends on.

Expressions e ::= x | f(x).e | e1(e2)

| C(e1 , . . . , en)

| case e of Ci(x1 , . . . , xn) → ei
| s | e1 ++ e2 | strLen(e)
| n | e1 ⊕ e2 | numToStr(e)
| basedOn(ed , e)

Projection Paths π ::= • | i.π

(Tagged) Values w ::= v{π1 , ... , πn}

(Untagged) Pre-Values v ::= [E] f(x).e | C(w1 , . . . , wn)

| s | w1 ++w2 | n

| dyncall(f)

Tagged Environments E ::= − | E, x $→ w

Fig. 7. Expressions, values, and, for dependency tracking, projection paths.

Evaluation with Dependency Provenance E ⊢ e ⇓ w

[EVALVAR]

E ⊢ x ⇓ E(x)

[EVALDYNVAR]

x ∈ {“toString′′, “showsPrecF lip′′}
E ⊢ x ⇓ dyncall(x){}

[EVALFUN]

E ⊢ f(x).e ⇓ ([E]f(x).e){}

[EVALAPP]

E ⊢ e1 ⇓ ([Ef ]f(x).e)
p1 E ⊢ e2 ⇓ w2 Ef , f %→ ([Ef ]f(x).e)

p1 , x %→ w2 ⊢ ef ⇓ vp

E ⊢ e1(e2) ⇓ vp1 ∪ p

[EVALDYNAPP]

E ⊢ e1 ⇓ dyncall(f)p1 E ⊢ e2 ⇓ v2
p2 typeDispatch(f, v2) = g E, x %→ v2

p2 ⊢ g(x) ⇓ vp

E ⊢ e1(e2) ⇓ vp1 ∪ p (∪ p2 if f=“toString′′)

[EVALCTOR]

E ⊢ ei ⇓ wi

E ⊢ C(e1 , . . . , en) ⇓ C(w1 , . . . , wn)
{}

[EVALCASE]

E ⊢ e ⇓ Cj(w1 , . . . , wn)
p E, x1 %→ w1, . . ., xn %→ wn ⊢ ej ⇓ vj

pj

E ⊢ case e of Ci(x1 , . . . , xn) → ei ⇓ vj
p∪ pj

[EVALSTR]

E ⊢ s ⇓ s{}

[EVALCONCAT]

E ⊢ e1 ⇓ w1 E ⊢ e2 ⇓ w2

E ⊢ e1 ++ e2 ⇓ (w1 ++ w2)
{}

[EVALSTRLEN]

E ⊢ e ⇓ w strLen(w) = n allDepsDeep(w) = p

E ⊢ strLen(e) ⇓ np

[EVALNUM]

E ⊢ n ⇓ n{}

[EVALBINOP]

E ⊢ e1 ⇓ n1
p1 E ⊢ e2 ⇓ n2

p2 n1 ⊕ n2 = v

E ⊢ e1 ⊕ e2 ⇓ vp1 ∪ p2

[EVALNUMTOSTR]

E ⊢ e ⇓ np numToStr(n) = s

E ⊢ numToStr(e) ⇓ sp

[EVALBASEDON]

E ⊢ ed ⇓ vd
pd E ⊢ e ⇓ vp

E ⊢ basedOn(ed , e) ⇓ vpd ∪ p

Fig. 8. TSE’s adaptation of TML semantics.

Initially, the value of interest and its subvalues are tagged with
singleton sets identifying their locations1, as in the example
in the main paper:

Interval(NegInf(){1.•},Before(10{2.1.•},True{2.2.•}){2.•}){•}

These projection paths are propagated during evaluation.
Primitive values in TSE, called (untagged) pre-values v

to distinguish them from their tagged forms w, include sev-
eral traditional forms: recursive function closures [E]f(x).e
(where E is the captured environment of variable bind-
ings and f is the function name), constructed ADT values
C(w1 , . . . , wn), simple strings s, and numbers n. The TSE-
specific forms are deferred string concatenation w1 ++ w2

(where w1 and w2 are each either deferred concatenations or
simple strings), and a dynamic function call dyncall(f) for
late-bound type-based function dispatch to support multiple
implementations of toString (discussed below).

Finally, for evaluation and closure capture, tagged envi-

1Figure 11 in Acar et al. [2] formalizes this initial tagging operation,
although in their setting the operation is a little less trivial: their projection
paths allow lookups into variables in the environment because they define
program input to be a full execution environment of variable bindings
which may include function closures with nested environments—for toString
tracing in TSE we assume the input is a single value without closures and
thus our projection paths do not need to support variable lookups.

ronments E store a mapping from variable names to tagged
values.

Figure 8 describes TSE’s adaptation of the tracing evalu-
ation semantics of Transparent ML (TML) [2]. The tracing
evaluation relation E ⊢ e ⇓ w takes a tagged environment E
and expression e for input and produces a tagged value w as
output.

Variable names are simply looked up in the execution en-
vironment (EVALVAR). Values in the environment are already
tagged with dependencies—these tags are retained unchanged.
If the variable name is one of several special names that
require type-based dynamic dispatch, instead of looking up
the name in the environment, a dyncall(x) value is produced
representing the deferred function call (EVALDYNVAR). This
value is assigned an empty set of dependencies. The variable
name will be resolved to a function once the type of the
argument is known (EVALDYNAPP).

Function definitions resolve to closures that capture the
execution environment (EVALFUN). The closure value has no
dependencies. Function application (EVALAPP) is standard.
Functions are singly recursive2: after the argument expression

2Before execution, mutual recursion is desugared to single recursion, fol-
lowing Exercise 9 of https://caml.inria.fr/pub/docs/u3-ocaml/ocaml-ml.html#
Exo-9
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Fig. 8. TSE’s adaptation of TML semantics.

Initially, the value of interest and its subvalues are tagged with
singleton sets identifying their locations1, as in the example
in the main paper:

Interval(NegInf(){1.•},Before(10{2.1.•},True{2.2.•}){2.•}){•}

These projection paths are propagated during evaluation.
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program input to be a full execution environment of variable bindings
which may include function closures with nested environments—for toString
tracing in TSE we assume the input is a single value without closures and
thus our projection paths do not need to support variable lookups.

ronments E store a mapping from variable names to tagged
values.

Figure 8 describes TSE’s adaptation of the tracing evalu-
ation semantics of Transparent ML (TML) [2]. The tracing
evaluation relation E ⊢ e ⇓ w takes a tagged environment E
and expression e for input and produces a tagged value w as
output.
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Exo-9
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type Begin = NegInf() | After(Num, Bool)

type End = Before(Num, Bool) | Inf()

type Interval = Interval(Begin, End)

toString : Begin -> String

toString(begin) = case begin of
NegInf() -> "(-∞"

After(num, isClosed) ->

(if isClosed then "[" else "(") ++ toString(num)

toString : End -> String

toString(end) = case end of
Inf() -> "∞)"

Before(num, isClosed) ->

toString(num) ++ (if isClosed then "]" else ")")

toString : Interval -> String

toString(interval) = case interval of
Interval(begin, end) ->

toString(begin) ++ "," ++ toString(end)

valueOfInterest : Interval

valueOfInterest =

Interval(NegInf(), Before(10, True))
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Figure 9: ADT and toString definitions for a custom
interval type.

custom interval data type. The lower bound of an interval
(Begin) has two variants representing whether the bound
is negative infinity (NegInf()) or finite (After(...)). If
finite, the bound records the finite boundary number and
a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.

5.2 Algorithm
TSE’s automatic algorithm for generating tiny structure
editors proceeds in three steps. The tracing evaluator re-
lates substrings to portions of the original value, then 2D
spatial regions over the rendered string are computed, and
finally actions are assigned to the 2D regions.

Dependency Tracing TSE utilizes a custom evaluator
that traces dependency provenance, following Transpar-
ent ML (TML) [2]. The value of interest and its subvalues
are first tagged with projection paths (e.g., 2.2.●) indicat-
ing their location within the value of interest:
Interval(NegInf()

{1.●}
,Before(10

{2.1.●}
,True

{2.2.●}
)
{2.●}

)
{●}

Based on the value’s type, the appropriate toString func-

(a1) ("(-∞" ++ ("," ++ ("10" ++ "]")))

(a2)
++
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Figure 10: Steps in TSE’s generation of structure editor.
Instrumented execution with deferred concatenation pro-
duces a string (a1) with each substring associated with
parts of the value of interest (a2). In the rendered UI,
these regions are overlaid on top of the string (b) and the
user may interact with these regions (c) to manipulate the
original value of interest.

tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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custom interval data type. The lower bound of an interval
(Begin) has two variants representing whether the bound
is negative infinity (NegInf()) or finite (After(...)). If
finite, the bound records the finite boundary number and
a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.

5.2 Algorithm
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lates substrings to portions of the original value, then 2D
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these regions are overlaid on top of the string (b) and the
user may interact with these regions (c) to manipulate the
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tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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toString : Begin -> String

toString(begin) = case begin of
NegInf() -> "(-∞"
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toString(end) = case end of
Inf() -> "∞)"

Before(num, isClosed) ->
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toString : Interval -> String

toString(interval) = case interval of
Interval(begin, end) ->

toString(begin) ++ "," ++ toString(end)

valueOfInterest : Interval

valueOfInterest =

Interval(NegInf(), Before(10, True))

Figure 9: ADT and toString definitions for a custom
interval type.

custom interval data type. The lower bound of an interval
(Begin) has two variants representing whether the bound
is negative infinity (NegInf()) or finite (After(...)). If
finite, the bound records the finite boundary number and
a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.

5.2 Algorithm
TSE’s automatic algorithm for generating tiny structure
editors proceeds in three steps. The tracing evaluator re-
lates substrings to portions of the original value, then 2D
spatial regions over the rendered string are computed, and
finally actions are assigned to the 2D regions.

Dependency Tracing TSE utilizes a custom evaluator
that traces dependency provenance, following Transpar-
ent ML (TML) [2]. The value of interest and its subvalues
are first tagged with projection paths (e.g., 2.2.●) indicat-
ing their location within the value of interest:
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these regions are overlaid on top of the string (b) and the
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tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.
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tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
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Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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custom interval data type. The lower bound of an interval
(Begin) has two variants representing whether the bound
is negative infinity (NegInf()) or finite (After(...)). If
finite, the bound records the finite boundary number and
a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.

5.2 Algorithm
TSE’s automatic algorithm for generating tiny structure
editors proceeds in three steps. The tracing evaluator re-
lates substrings to portions of the original value, then 2D
spatial regions over the rendered string are computed, and
finally actions are assigned to the 2D regions.

Dependency Tracing TSE utilizes a custom evaluator
that traces dependency provenance, following Transpar-
ent ML (TML) [2]. The value of interest and its subvalues
are first tagged with projection paths (e.g., 2.2.●) indicat-
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duces a string (a1) with each substring associated with
parts of the value of interest (a2). In the rendered UI,
these regions are overlaid on top of the string (b) and the
user may interact with these regions (c) to manipulate the
original value of interest.

tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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Figure 9: ADT and toString definitions for a custom
interval type.

custom interval data type. The lower bound of an interval
(Begin) has two variants representing whether the bound
is negative infinity (NegInf()) or finite (After(...)). If
finite, the bound records the finite boundary number and
a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.

5.2 Algorithm
TSE’s automatic algorithm for generating tiny structure
editors proceeds in three steps. The tracing evaluator re-
lates substrings to portions of the original value, then 2D
spatial regions over the rendered string are computed, and
finally actions are assigned to the 2D regions.

Dependency Tracing TSE utilizes a custom evaluator
that traces dependency provenance, following Transpar-
ent ML (TML) [2]. The value of interest and its subvalues
are first tagged with projection paths (e.g., 2.2.●) indicat-
ing their location within the value of interest:
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Figure 10: Steps in TSE’s generation of structure editor.
Instrumented execution with deferred concatenation pro-
duces a string (a1) with each substring associated with
parts of the value of interest (a2). In the rendered UI,
these regions are overlaid on top of the string (b) and the
user may interact with these regions (c) to manipulate the
original value of interest.

tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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Figure 9: ADT and toString definitions for a custom
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custom interval data type. The lower bound of an interval
(Begin) has two variants representing whether the bound
is negative infinity (NegInf()) or finite (After(...)). If
finite, the bound records the finite boundary number and
a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.

5.2 Algorithm
TSE’s automatic algorithm for generating tiny structure
editors proceeds in three steps. The tracing evaluator re-
lates substrings to portions of the original value, then 2D
spatial regions over the rendered string are computed, and
finally actions are assigned to the 2D regions.
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user may interact with these regions (c) to manipulate the
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tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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Figure 9: ADT and toString definitions for a custom
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evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).
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and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
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catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
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toString(end) = case end of
Inf() -> "∞)"

Before(num, isClosed) ->

toString(num) ++ (if isClosed then "]" else ")")

toString : Interval -> String

toString(interval) = case interval of
Interval(begin, end) ->

toString(begin) ++ "," ++ toString(end)

valueOfInterest : Interval

valueOfInterest =

Interval(NegInf(), Before(10, True))

Figure 9: ADT and toString definitions for a custom
interval type.

custom interval data type. The lower bound of an interval
(Begin) has two variants representing whether the bound
is negative infinity (NegInf()) or finite (After(...)). If
finite, the bound records the finite boundary number and
a boolean indicating whether the boundary is or is not in-
cluded in the interval (is or is not closed). The type de-
scribing upper boundaries (End) is similar. An interval
(Interval) is a lower and upper boundary together. The
first word of each variant (NegInf, After, Before, Inf,
Interval) is a constructor which acts as a function to
create a value of the ADT. The last line of Figure 9 uses
these constructors to create an interval value represent-
ing (−∞,10]. Data inside ADT values is extracted using
“pattern matching” in case splits (i.e., switch statements)
which define the handling of alternative variants, as shown
in the toString functions in Figure 9.

5.2 Algorithm
TSE’s automatic algorithm for generating tiny structure
editors proceeds in three steps. The tracing evaluator re-
lates substrings to portions of the original value, then 2D
spatial regions over the rendered string are computed, and
finally actions are assigned to the 2D regions.

Dependency Tracing TSE utilizes a custom evaluator
that traces dependency provenance, following Transpar-
ent ML (TML) [2]. The value of interest and its subvalues
are first tagged with projection paths (e.g., 2.2.●) indicat-
ing their location within the value of interest:
Interval(NegInf()

{1.●}
,Before(10

{2.1.●}
,True

{2.2.●}
)
{2.●}

)
{●}

Based on the value’s type, the appropriate toString func-

(a1) ("(-∞" ++ ("," ++ ("10" ++ "]")))
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Figure 10: Steps in TSE’s generation of structure editor.
Instrumented execution with deferred concatenation pro-
duces a string (a1) with each substring associated with
parts of the value of interest (a2). In the rendered UI,
these regions are overlaid on top of the string (b) and the
user may interact with these regions (c) to manipulate the
original value of interest.

tion is invoked on the value of interest and the tracing
evaluator propagates the dependency tags. Additionally,
in TSE, string concatenation operations (++) do not pro-
duce a new, flattened string. Instead, the concatenation
is deferred, resulting in a binary tree of substrings when
evaluation completes (Figure 10a1). Because of the trac-
ing evaluator, each substring and each concatenation car-
ries a set of projection paths, relating parts of the string to
parts of the value of interest (Figure 10a2).

Spatial Regions In the final display, selection regions
and UI widgets will be overlaid on top of the rendered
string. To generate the selection regions, the string con-
catenation binary tree is translated into a binary tree of
nested 2D polygons, with each polygon encompassing the
spatial region of the associated substring (Figure 10b).

Selections and Actions Once 2D regions of the dis-
played string are associated with corresponding locations
in the value of interest, these 2D regions can be used to
facilitate a number of interactions. The TSE prototype
explores three: (a) selection of subvalues; (b) base value
editing of numbers and strings; and (c) structural trans-
formations, namely item insertion, item removal, and con-
structor swapping.

Selection regions When the user moves their cursor
over the rendered string, the deepest (equivalently, small-
est) region under their mouse is offered for selection/des-
election. For the interval example, there are four possible
selection regions, shown in Figure 10c. Selection is cur-
rently inert, but the selection regions are the basis for po-
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